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This paper is for the development of the Featured Courses 
construction.In order to resolve questions that past Courses website 
updates slow and workload heavy of maintenance and interactive bad,Web 
developed a “Informationize Security Platform for Featured 
Courses”(ISPFC) system of B/S(Browser/Server) structure to provide 
users online exchange,and made analysis to the ISPFC system needs 
analysis,software design,ISPFC system implementation and technology used 
in system strictly according to the design thought of software engineering 
and using the combination of ASP.NET technology and Web database.The main 
research of thesis is as follows. 
First,needing analysis and software design of ISPFC system are 
studied.Adopting the object-oriented method,applying the UML modeling 
language as a tool of System modeling requirements and software design 
strict according to the development principle normative of software 
engineering,and the system is detailed analyzed and designed. 
Then,the working principle and characteristics of instrument to use 
Microsoft Visual Studio.NET and a combination of SQL Server 
database,ASP.NET,C#,ADO.NET and other technical were theoretical 
basis.It expounded Informationize Security Platform for Featured Courses 
structural design and technology and methods to specifically achieve.Use 
SQL Server database technology to provide endorsement of background data 
for the website.It achieves a dynamic update of website,and enhances the 
interactivity of the web,highlights the characteristics of 
Informationize Security Platform for Featured Courses as a communication 
platform between students and teachers. 
Finally,procedures application of the MD5 encryption algorithm in WEB 
are studied, MD5 encryption algorithm analyzed,applications improving















difficulty of password cracked added.In addition,data display technology 
of ASP.NET are analyzed and discussed.  
Key Words：Featured Courses；Informationize Security Platform；B/S 
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